HELLO AND WELCOME TO THE FIRST

BROOKLEY BY THE BAY PUBLIC WORKSHOP!
PROJECT BACKGROUND
Over the next six months, the City of Mobile
will be working with a team of engineers and
designers to create the masterplan for a new
park on Mobile Bay. The 98-acre park site is
located along the western shore of the bay,
just east of Brookley Aeroplex.
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SITE INFORMATION + VISIONING

INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATION
FOOD

We want to hear from you and your
community to understand how “Brookley by
the Bay” can best serve Mobilians and the city
at large.
Brookley by the Bay will be an integral part
of Mobile’s continued growth, providing
waterfront access to its residents and
showcasing some of our city’s most cherished
natural resources.

ENTRY
PLANTS, ANIMALS, + ENVIRONMENT

TODAY’S WORKSHOP
Today’s event is being held “open house
style,” and this roadmap will be your guide to
navigating the room.
The workshop will begin with a brief
introductory presentation. At any point
during the meeting, you can head over to the
Site Information + Visioning station to look
over photos of the project area and share
your vision Brookley by the Bay.

ENTRY
PROGRAMMING + KIDS
CONNECTIVITY

Food is located at the back of the room, and
you can direct any concerns that are not
related to the project to the 311 table at the
front of the room.
If you have more comments or know somebody
who couldn’t attend today’s workshop, reach out
to the team at brookleybythebay@cityofmobile.
org

HISTORY

SIGN-IN

OPEN HOUSE STATIONS
As you can see, the center of the room is
divided into four main stations. You can visit
any of the stations for as much time as you
like. Each station offers different opportunities
for you to contribute to the masterplan, and
you don’t have to work through them in any
particular order.

WALKSHED AND BIKESHED ANALYSIS

You’ll find facilitators from the design
team at each station, so don’t be afraid to
ask questions and bring up new points of
discussion!

CONNECTIVITY

HISTORY

At the Connectivity station, we want
to know where you currently walk, bike
and drive around the site, and how or
where it would make sense for you to
access the site.
At the History station, we want to hear
and record your stories about the site
and surrounding area. If you used the
site in any of its previous lives (golf
course, air field, etc.) or have lived in a
neighborhood adjacent to it, be sure to
check out this table!
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If you have more comments or know somebody
who couldn’t attend today’s workshop, reach out to
the team at brookleybythebay@cityofmobile.org
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At the Programming + Kids station, we
want to know what programming you
would travel to access at the site. We
also have coloring sheets at this site
where kids (or adults!) can draw the
future they see at the site.
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At the Plants, Animals, + Environment
station, we want to know what
natural features you would like to see
preserved and/or showcased at the
site. Visit this table to learn more about
the site’s diverse natural character.
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